erwin® by Quest® Portfolio

At a glance
erwin by Quest provides enterprise modeling and data intelligence software that connects all aspects of your business, technology and data architectures for accurate, real-time insights that fuel results. The erwin by Quest portfolio combines data modeling, data catalog, data quality, data literacy and data marketplace capabilities to help you fully leverage the value of your data, and supports organizational transformation with enterprise architecture and business process modeling. With erwin, companies can discover, assess, govern, activate and share data assets within one platform to maximize the business impact of their data. Through automation and a holistic approach to data management, data governance and data intelligence, erwin by Quest customers achieve an unmatched return on investment as they turn data into opportunity.

erwin Data Modeler
erwin Data Modeler by Quest is the first and most trusted data modeling software for visualizing metadata and database schema to understand complex data sources, as well as design and deploy new ones. Discover and document any data from anywhere for consistency, clarity and artifact reuse. erwin Data Modeler also includes enterprise-class NoSQL data modeling with support for Couchbase, Cassandra and MongoDB.

erwin Data Intelligence
erwin Data Intelligence by Quest unites the capabilities of erwin Data Catalog, erwin Data Connectors, erwin Data Quality, erwin Data Literacy and erwin Data Marketplace to make governed high-value, trusted data assets easier to find, understand, share and use across your organization.

erwin Data Catalog
erwin Data Catalog by Quest automates metadata harvesting, curation and mapping to provide a single-source view of metadata across your data landscape. Detailed data lineage, impact analysis, reference data management and lifecycle management provide unparalleled data visibility and management capabilities.

erwin Data Connectors
erwin Data Connectors by Quest are available for a wide range of industry data sources and automatically gather metadata spread throughout your enterprise and populate it into erwin Data Catalog by Quest. erwin Standard Data Connectors are included with erwin Data Catalog at no cost to automate metadata harvesting and ingestion from common data-at-rest data sources. A broad array of optional erwin Smart Data Connectors are available to take active metadata use to the next level. Tackle metadata harvesting from complex data-at-rest data sources, harvest metadata associated with data-in-motion, and leverage forward-engineering capabilities.

erwin Data Quality
erwin Data Quality by Quest automates data profiling and data quality assessment, provides optional data observability and remediation capabilities, and extends data quality visibility across the enterprise. Initiate data profiling and quality assessment using erwin Data Catalog metadata and leverage automated profiling and quality scoring in the erwin Data Quality platform. Data quality scoring appears throughout erwin Data...
The erwin by Quest portfolio

erwin Modeling Solutions

- erwin Data Modeler
- erwin Evolve

erwin Data Intelligence by Quest

- erwin Data Catalog
- erwin Data Quality
- erwin Data Literacy

erwin Data Marketplace

Discover Assets

Data Lineage

Intelligence for all users in the data catalog, within data lineage, impact analysis, mind maps and more.

**erwin Data Literacy**

erwin Data Literacy by Quest provides data stewards and owners with the business glossary and stewardship capabilities to collaboratively define enterprise data in business terms, incorporate policies and manage data governance accountability and workflow. A business-friendly asset discovery and collaboration experience ensures all organizational users can easily find, assess, understand and use appropriately high-value data assets within your enterprise.

**erwin Data Marketplace**

erwin Data Marketplace by Quest provides one central location for data users to shop for, analyze, collaborate on and gain access to needed, trusted data. Discover, compare and identify best-fitting datasets and AI models within a consumer-like shopping experience fueled with data intelligence. Leverage automated data value scoring, share data knowledge with ratings and reviews and speed governed access to data for users to maximize business impact.

**erwin Evolve**

erwin Evolve by Quest is full-featured, configurable enterprise architecture and business process modeling and analysis software. Document systems and technology, design processes and value streams, and manage innovation and change with all enterprise architecture and business process artifacts in one place, enabling access and use by both IT and business stakeholders.

**About Quest**

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active Directory and Microsoft 365 migration and management, and cybersecurity resilience, Quest helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.